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Abstract
We study prices, liquidity, and individual account trading activity around large and predictable ETF
“roll” trades in crude oil futures markets to test the implications of the competing theories of predatory
and sunshine trading.

The results indicate narrower bid-ask spreads, greater limit order book depth, and

a larger number of distinct trading accounts providing liquidity on roll versus non-roll dates. We also
extend the theory of strategic trading ahead of a known liquidation to show that even a monopolist trader
has incentives to effectively provide liquidity rather than follow predatory strategies in a “resilient”
market. We estimate that ETFs effectively pay about 30 basis points to complete their roll trades. On
balance, the evidence supports the implications of the sunshine trading theories and of our modified
theory of strategic trading around a known liquidation, and fail to support the implications of predatory
trading models.

I.

Introduction

A trader who gains knowledge that another investor will buy or sell a substantial quantity of a
security can potentially profit by trading in the same direction as the investor and reversing the position
after the investor transactions are complete. In the case of brokers who are aware of a client’s pending
orders, the practice is known as “front running.” More broadly, the practice has been dubbed “predatory
trading” by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005). Their model shows that the practice can be disruptive to
the markets, in that it causes prices to temporarily overshoot their longer-term equilibrium, and that the
predator’s profits come at the expense of the other investor.
In this paper, we study individual account trading strategies, overall liquidity levels, and price
patterns around the time of large and predictable monthly trades undertaken by eight exchange-tradedfunds (ETFs) that are designed to provide returns that track crude oil prices. Rather than holding crude
oil inventories, which would entail substantial storage costs, these funds gain exposure to crude oil prices
by holding positions in New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) crude oil futures contracts. However,
since a NYMEX contract expires each month, the strategy involves “rolling” positions on a monthly basis
by selling the expiring contract and purchasing contracts with more distant expiration dates.
To illustrate the relative performance of Oil ETFs versus Crude Oil, we focus on United States Oil
Fund (USO), the largest of the ETFs designed to track crude oil prices.1 Launched in April 2006, USO’s
assets-under-management grew rapidly. At its peak in early 2009, USO had more than $4.2 billion under
management, equating at prevailing prices to over 90,000 NYMEX contracts or 90 million barrels of
crude oil. Returns to USO investors have lagged the level of crude oil prices, as displayed on Figure 1.
On April 10, 2006, when USO initiated trading, the settlement price of the nearest delivery (May 2006)
crude oil futures contract was $68.74, while USO’s share price was $68.02. Five and a half years later,
on December 12, 2011, the price of the nearest futures contract (for January 2012 delivery) was $97.77,
while the USO share price had fallen to $37.88.2
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Data on ETF’s assets-under-management are obtained from Bloomberg.
USO paid no dividends, nor did it split its shares.

Some observers have suggested that predatory trading practices help to explain that the USO share
price declined even while crude oil prices rose. For example, the Wall Street Journal reported that “Since
the fund (USO) is so big, it is unable to switch in and out of contracts….without moving markets and
giving speculators an opportunity to make bets on those moves.”3 The article quotes a trader as stating
that “It’s like taking candy from a baby” and asserts that the “…. candy comes out of returns of the
investors in the fund”. Similarly, according to Bloomberg “Professional futures traders exploit the ETFs’
monthly rolls to make easy profits at the little guy’s expense. Unlike ETF managers, the professionals
don’t trade at set times. They can buy the next month ahead of the big programmed rolls to drive up the
price, or sell before the ETF, pushing down the price investors get paid for expiring futures.“4
However, predatory trading is not the only potential outcome when investors are aware of large
pending orders. Admati and Pfleiderer (1991) present the alternative theory of “sunshine trading,”
whereby investors who need to make a large transaction and who can credibly signal that their trade is not
motivated by private information regarding security value can potentially reduce their transaction costs by
preannouncing their intention to trade. The announcement of the pending trade can attract potential
natural counterparties as well as additional liquidity suppliers to market, thereby reducing trade execution
costs. Consistent with the sunshine trading view, the larger ETFs based on assets-under-management in
our sample preannounce the roll dates while the remaining ETFs track commodity indexes that roll on a
preannounced schedule.
Studying trading activity and market prices around the time of ETF rolls is of particular interest
because the rolls provide opportunities to test the implications of both predatory trading and sunshine
trading theories. The Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) model focuses on large pending orders that are
predictable to potential predators. Commodity ETF roll orders, and in particular those of USO, are large
and fully predictable. At the same time, commodity ETFs, being designed to simply mimic commodity
3

“U.S. Oil Fund Finds Itself at the Mercy of Traders”, by Gregory Meyer and Carolyn Cui, The Wall Street
Journal, March 6, 2009, page C1.
4
“ETFs Imperil Investors as Contango, Pre-Roll Conspire”, by Peter Robison, Asjylyn Loder and Alan Bjerga.
Bloomberg Newsroom, July 22, 2010. The article goes on to quote a trader as saying “I make a living off the dumb
money.....These index funds get eaten alive by people like me.”
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price changes, are unlikely to be perceived as informed traders. Preannounced trades by credibly
uninformed traders comprise sunshine trading as envisioned by Admati and Pfleiderer (1991). Our
analysis allows us to assess the empirical relevance of the competing predatory trading and sunshine
trading theories.
To do so, we employ data on individual orders and trades in crude oil futures made available to us by
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, which owns and operates the NYMEX market. In addition, we use
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) data that identifies the individual trading accounts
associated with each crude oil futures transaction. The former dataset allows us to study posted liquidity
in the form of bid and ask quotes, as well as unexecuted displayed depth in the limit order book. The
latter dataset allows us to evaluate the strategies used by owners of specific trading accounts around the
time of the ETF rolls. Our study of individual orders and trades spans the period March 1, 2008 to
February 28, 2009, and therefore includes twelve monthly rolls. We also study daily crude oil settlement
price data obtained from the Commodity Research Bureau (CRB) spanning the period from January 1990
through November 2011.
In addition to an empirical study of trading strategies and price movements around the USO rolls, we
provide some new analysis of the economics of predatory trading. While the economics issues apply to
either buy or sell orders, we will for simplicity focus our discussion on a pending liquidation by the
investor. Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) analyze predatory trading in a model where trades have
permanent effects on price that are proportional to the quantity transacted. In addition, in their model the
predator trades simultaneous with, or after, the liquidator. We relax these restrictions to analyze the
effects of predatory trading when markets are resilient, in the sense that some or all of the immediate
price impact of trades is subsequently reversed, and where the predator can trade ahead of, simultaneous
with, or after the liquidator. We focus for simplicity on a monopolist predator.5

5

Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) show that competition among predators generally reduces their negative
effect.
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Our analysis reveals that, when the market is reasonably resilient, the profit maximizing strategy for
the predator is to sell before (and, for some parameters after) the period where the liquidator trades, while
purchasing during the period that the liquidator trades. In other words, the predator essentially chooses
to absorb a portion of the liquidator’s order imbalance while it occurs, while offloading the resulting
inventory in periods both before and after the liquidation. This analysis shows that a key implication of
the Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) model, that a profit-maximizing predator will necessarily degrade
market quality and impose losses on the investor, need not generalize to settings where the market is
resilient in the sense that the price impact of trades is not fully permanent and when the predator can also
trade prior to the investor.
Our empirical analysis reveals several findings. First, the oil futures market is indeed resilient. Using
CME order book data, we implement a geometric lag regression of price changes on lagged order
imbalances to estimate (a) the permanent and temporary component of trading costs and (b) a resiliency
parameter that captures the extent to which temporary price impacts persist beyond the period of the order
imbalance. The resulting estimates imply that over 99% of the temporary price impact due to an order
imbalance is reversed within ten minutes, implying that the limit order book refills rapidly. However,
point estimates indicate that the market is marginally less resilient on ETF Roll days than non-Roll days.
We also document a reduction in the permanent price impact of order imbalances on ETF roll days, which
is consistent with the sunshine trading interpretation. However, our estimates indicate an increase in the
temporary price impact of trades on ETF roll days, consistent with the interpretation that liquidity
providers must be compensated to absorb the large order imbalances that accompany the rolls.
Second, we find that many conventional measures indicate improved liquidity on roll versus non-roll
days. In particular, quoted bid-ask spreads are narrower on roll days, and the quantity of unexecuted
orders in the limit order book at prices near the inside is greater on roll days. Further, a larger number of
distinct accounts provide liquidity through limit orders on ETF roll days relative to non-roll days. These
findings also support Admati and Pfleiderer’s (1991) theoretical prediction that preannouncement by a
large liquidity trader increases market size by attracting liquidity providers and natural counterparties.
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However, market outcomes also reflect the unusually large demand for liquidity, as evidenced by
larger intraday buy-sell imbalances and trading volume on Roll days relative to non-roll days. Despite the
increased demand, the average effective bid-ask spread on Roll days is marginally smaller, indicating that
the imbalance is successfully absorbed by the deeper limit order book.
Third, based on the CFTC data, we find little or no evidence that individual trading accounts use
strategies that would reasonably be considered predatory, in the sense of the Brunnermeier and Pedersen
(2005) model. In fact, consistent with the simple framework introduced in the paper, we find significant
increased usage of a liquidity provision strategy where strategic traders sell the expiring contract the
trading day before the roll and offload the resulting position on and after the Roll day, thereby absorbing a
portion of the ETF sales during the roll day while shifting a portion of the selling pressure to the
preceding day. Our theoretical analysis implies that this strategy mitigates temporary price impacts and
improves prices for the rolling ETF.
Fourth, our analysis of daily settlement prices from CRB database indicates that the ETFs do pay to
execute their roll trades – about 30 basis points on average per roll, or about 4.4% per year – in the form
of settlement prices that diverge on roll days from preceding days. However, this estimate is not
excessive relative to the estimated costs of executing large trades in other markets, including largecapitalization equities. Finally, we discuss the relevance of the term structure of crude oil prices and
reconcile the lack of evidence in support of predatory strategies with the apparent investment
underperformance documented in Figure 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related literature, the NYMEX
market structure, data sources and summary statistics on ETF trading activity on roll days. Section III
describes the change in market quality surrounding the Roll days. Section IV presents a model of trading
by a monopolist predator and Section V estimates the resiliency of the NYMEX crude oil market. Section
VI examines account level activity by strategic traders surrounding the roll while Section VII explains the
importance of futures term structure on the performance of USO’ stock price.
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II.

Related Work, Data Sources, and NYMEX market structure
a. Related Literature

A number of studies quantify aspects of risk and return in commodity futures markets.6 Separately, a
large literature has assessed trading strategies and the costs of completing trades, primarily focusing on
traditional investment markets such as stocks and bonds.7

Our study contributes in part by assessing

trading costs for larger traders in an important commodity market. However, our most important
contributions come in assessing the implications of the theory of predatory trading as well as the theory of
sunshine trading, in a setting where both theories potentially apply.
Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) model the case where some traders become aware of another
trader’s need to liquidate a position, and introduce the label “predatory trading” to describe the strategies
followed. In their model the predators sell alongside the liquidating trader, before reversing their
positions. The predatory trades damage market quality in that they cause the price to temporarily
overshoot its long-term equilibrium. Further, the predators’ profits come at the expense of lower
proceeds to the liquidating trader. Carlin, Lobo, and Vishwanathan (2007) present a multiperiod model
to study strategic interactions between large traders.

In their model traders typically provide liquidity to

each other. However, in situations where the potential profit from following a predatory strategy is
sufficiently large to offset lost profits from future liquidity provision, traders can abandon liquidity
provision to follow predatory strategies instead. Their model therefore predicts episodic periods of
illiquidity attributable to predation.
The model presented by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) assumes that trades have strictly
permanent price impacts proportional to the size of the order imbalance.

In contrast to this assumption,

numerous studies have documented that large financial market trades have both temporary and permanent
price impacts. Carlin, Lobo, and Vishwanathan (2007), as well Schoneborn and Schied (2007), model
6
Recent examples include Hong and Yogo (2012), Gorton, Hayashi, and Rouwenhorst (2008), and Erb and
Harvey (2006).
7
See, for example, Keim and Madhavan (1997) and Jones and Lipson (2001) for evidence from equity markets,
and Schultz (2001) and Bessembinder, Maxwell and Venkataraman (2006) for evidence from corporate bonds, and
the papers referenced there.
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predatory trading when order imbalances have both permanent and temporary price impacts. Schoneborn
and Schied show that strategic traders may react to known liquidations by trading in the opposite rather
than the same direction as the liquidator. Our model generalizes on that of Schoneborn and Schied in
that we also assess the effect of market “resiliency”, i.e. the extent to which trades’ temporary price
impacts spill over to periods subsequent to trade execution.

In addition, the models presented in all three

papers discussed in this section restrict the strategic traders to trade simultaneous with or after the
liquidation, while we allow for trading prior to the liquidation as well.
Admati and Pfleiderer (1991) present an alternative theory relevant to large predictable trades. Their
model considers a trader who needs to complete a large transaction and who is not motivated by private
information regarding the value of the asset to be traded. They show that a public announcement of the
intent to trade, termed “sunshine trading”, can attract natural counterparties as well as liquidity suppliers
who might not otherwise have been present, and can therefore allow reduce the trade’s price impact and
allow the trader to achieve a more favorable price.
Our empirical analysis of potential price impacts of roll trades in commodity futures is not entirely
unprecedented. Stoll and Whaley (2010) and Mou (2011) study daily prices and rolls undertaken by
index investors. In contrast to specialized ETFs that focus on a single commodity, some investors seek
to generate returns that match the performance of multi-commodity indices, such as the Standard and
Poor’s-Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (SP-GSCI). To the extent that these index investors rely on
futures positions to track the indices, they also generate periodic roll trades.8 Stoll and Whaley report
that periodic rolls by index investors have little or no effect on a broad cross-section of commodity
futures prices, while Mou in contrast reports that significant profits can be earned by investors who trade
in advance of the dates that the SP-GSCI index itself begins to track the second- rather than nearest-toexpiration futures contract. Our study is distinguished from these in that we are able to exploit individual
trades, with account identifiers, as well as individual limit order book updates. The rich datasets allow us
8
In addition, a number of authors have assessed whether index investors and other passive long-only investors
have affected the level and/or the volatility of commodity prices. See, for example, Brunetti and Buyuksahin
(2009), Buyuksahin and Harris (2011), and Kilian (2009).
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to identify ETF roll trades with precision, to analyze intraday price and liquidity patterns, and to study the
strategies followed by individual accounts around the time of the roll trades, in order to test the
implications of predatory vs. sunshine trading theories.
b. The NYMEX Market
The New York Mercantile Exchange is the largest market for crude oil futures in the US. Although
the NYMEX continues to operate a physical trading floor, the large majority of crude oil futures contracts
are traded on the NYMEX’s electronic limit order market, known as Globex. In addition, large traders
can negotiate block trades.

Though physical delivery is rare (as most contracts are netted against

offsetting contracts), each individual NYMEX contract calls for delivery of 1,000 barrels of crude oil at
Cushing, Oklahoma, during a designated delivery month. As in other futures markets, transaction prices
reflect prices at which oil is to be delivered in the future, not an amount to be paid to enter the contract.
Trading hours for floor trades are 9:00 AM to 2:30 PM New York time. Globex trading occurs
around the clock, except for a 45 minute break from 4:15 PM to 5:00 PM New York time. The weighted
average price for each contract during the two-minute interval 2:28 to 2:30 PM New York time comprises
the contract’s “settlement price” for the day, and is used to calculate gains and losses on outstanding
futures positions.9 In particular, long positions receive and short positions pay the change in the
settlement price since the prior day (or since the transaction price if entered the same day).
In addition to outright trades that specify a fixed delivery price, the NYMEX allows trading on a
“Trade-at-Settlement” (TAS) basis. The price for a TAS trade is the current day settlement price
(potentially plus or minus a specified margin), and is generally not known at the time of the trade.
NYMEX crude oil settlement prices are widely-used benchmarks for valuing derivative contracts and
determining final prices for over-the-counter physical delivery contracts.

9

The exchange’s settlement committee retains some discretion to designate settlement prices that differ from
the weighted average transaction price in special circumstances, such as unusually light trading.
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c. Data Sources
We employ three main datasets. The database from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) includes all completed trades in NYMEX crude oil futures during the period March 1, 2008 to
February 28, 2009. The CFTC data includes floor and block trades, as well as trades completed on the
Globex electronic market. In addition to information as to trade type, contract, price, and volume, the
CFTC data includes an account identification variable for each trade. These account identifiers allow us
to assess the number of unique trading accounts active on a given day and to track inventory changes by
account during periods of interest.

Although buyer and seller accounts are explicitly identified in the

CFTC data, the initiator of the trade is not. We use a modified Lee-Ready algorithm to assign trades as
buyer- or seller-initiated.10
We also obtain for the same time period from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (owner of the
NYMEX) a 5-level deep representation of the limit order book and a record of completed trades for crude
oil futures on the electronic GLOBEX market.

The CME dataset allows us to construct a continuous

record of best bid and ask quotes, as well as the depth of unexecuted orders at and behind the best quotes.
A limitation, however, is that the CME data does not include floor trades or negotiated block trades.11
Third, we obtain from the Commodity Research Bureau (CRB) a daily record of settlement prices, trading
volume, and open interest for each NYMEX crude oil contract traded over the longer time interval
January 1999 through November 2011. We focus in particular on the daily data after April 2006, when
USO was launched.

d. Descriptive Statistics

10

Specifically, to sign trades, we compare the transaction price with the contemporaneous quote-midpoint
(without a 5-second lag) and implement a five-trade look back for the tick-rule.
11
The CME data has a finer time resolution (to the 100th of a second) as compared to the CFTC data, for which
time stamps are truncated to the second. We use the CME transactions to impute centi-second time stamps for
CFTC data transactions through an iterative process of matching unique price-quantity pairings. When transactions
cannot be perfectly matched between the two datasets, the latest-possible time stamp is imputed within the CFTC
dataset to avoid any possible look-ahead bias of matching trades with LOB information.
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We rely on the CFTC data to identify the trading activity of eight ETFs for each trading day from
March 1, 2008 to February 28, 2009. Aggregate assets-under-management (AUM) for sample ETFs
increased significantly from $0.63 billion in March 2008 to $4.66 billion in February 2009. For eight of
the twelve months, all ETF trading activity is observed on a single date. For the remaining months, ETF
trading activity is observed on multiple days, but a single date in the month accounts for over 90% of ETF
trading activity. We designate the date with the largest ETF activity each month as the ETF “roll date”
for the month, and we report on trading activity aggregated across the eight ETFs on each roll date.
Table 1 reports on net ETF trading activity as a percentage of market volume for each monthly roll
date, for the “front” (nearest to expiration) crude oil contract and for the second nearest to expiration
contract. The large majority of roll trades comprise sales of the expiring contract and purchase of the
second nearest-to-expiration contract. However, “short” funds trade in the opposite direction, and some
funds purchase contracts for more distant maturity dates.12 This data shows the rapid growth in ETF roll
activity during the sample, with net ETF roll-date sales (i.e., selling minus buying activity) of the front
contract increasing from 4,455 contracts representing 1% of market volume during the March 2008 roll to
67,882 contracts representing 13% of market volume during the February 2009 roll date. Aggregated
across the twelve roll dates, net roll activity comprised 13% of roll-day volume in the front contract. Net
ETF roll-date purchases (i.e., buying minus selling activity) accounts for 18% of roll-day volume in the
more lightly traded second contract.
Table 1 also reports market volume during the two-minute settlement period. ETF’s generally seek
to track settlement price changes, and therefore have an interest in completing their trades during the twominute period used to calculate the settlement price.

However, ETF roll volume on average exceeds

market volume during the settlement period. This fact suggests that it would be difficult for ETFs to
complete their rolls by use of regular trades during the settlement interval.
12
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) requires the ETFs to provide information on the nature and
details of the roll activity. Some ETFs disclose their daily holdings and the exact schedule of roll dates over the next
twelve months on the ETFs webpage. Other ETFs more broadly describe their roll schedule and/or the benchmark
index that they track in their prospectus. For the majority of the ETFs in our sample, we have obtained the roll dates
and specific futures contracts associated with the roll from either the ETFs or the owners of the benchmark index.
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Table 2 provides detail regarding the types of trades used by the ETFs and by the overall market.
Focusing on market trading activity for front month contract, regular trades are most common, comprising
64% of total activity, followed by spread trades (which combine regular contracts for sale in a given
delivery month and purchase in another month), which comprise 21% of activity. TAS trades (regular
and negotiated block) comprise 5.5% of overall market activity, while other negotiated block trades
comprise 1.3% of total activity. Results are similar for the second month contract, with the exception
that spread trades are the most prevalent types in the second month.
In contrast, the ETF trading activity, including trades executed outside the ‘roll date’ for each month,
are primarily TAS trades, comprising 59.5% negotiated block TAS trades and 7.2% TAS trades
completed through GLOBEX or the trading floor.13 Another 25.7% of ETF roll trades are negotiated
block transactions at fixed (rather than explicitly settlement-based) prices.14 However, these trades are
virtually all reported after 2:30 PM, when the settlement price is known. Only 0.7% of ETF volume
occurs as regular (individual or spread) trades. The heavy use of TAS contracts for ETF rolls reflects the
ETF’s interest in tracking settlement prices. We have verified that the volume-weighted average
execution price for the ETF roll trades match (to the nearest $.01 per barrel) the corresponding daily
settlement prices, for both the front and second contracts, for all twelve rolls, with the lone exception of
the front month contract on during the June 2008 roll.
TAS trades can be viewed as allowing the ETF to subcontract the final execution of the roll trades to
the TAS counterparty. To the extent that TAS counterparty has a ‘natural’ offsetting position, the TAS
trade enables (consistent with the theory of sunshine trading) both the ETF and counterparty to offset
positions at low cost. If the TAS counterparty is a strategic liquidity provider then the counterparty’s
compensation, if any, is comprised of the difference between roll-day settlement prices (since the ETF’s

13

“Cabinet” trades comprise 6.8% of reported ETF roll volume. Conversations with CFTC data specialists
indicate that these are likely miscategorized TAS trades.
14
Virtually all ETF trades were negotiated blocks at fixed prices for the first nine rolls in the sample. In
contrast, virtually all ETF trades were TAS trades during the final three rolls in the sample.
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and hence their counterparties trade at prices matching the settlement prices), and the average price of the
counterparties’ offsetting trades.

III.

Measuring Liquidity on Roll and Non-Roll Days

Carlin, Lobo, and Viswanathan (2007) present a model of large traders who most often find it in their
interest to cooperate by providing liquidity to each other. However, they show that in situations where
the short term profits are large enough, these traders may abandon liquidity provision to instead engage in
predatory trading strategies. In Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) predation occurs ahead of any known
liquidation. The sunshine trading theory of Admati and Pfleiderer (1991), in contrast, implies that the
preannouncement of trading intentions, particularly by a credibly non-informed trader, can attract
additional liquidity suppliers to market.
We provide some preliminary evidence on the relevance of predatory versus sunshine trading theories
by simple comparisons, reported on Table 3, of average trading activity and market outcomes across roll
and non-roll days in our primary (March 2008 to February 2009) sample. The basic unit of observation
for results reported on Table 3 is one minute. Each measure is computed for each minute of the trading
day between 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM EST, and results are then averaged across minutes. To account for
intraday patterns in liquidity, we compare Roll and non-Roll market quality each minute and report the
Wilcoxon signed rank test of the hypothesis that the median is equal across Roll and non-Roll days.
The results verify that trading activity (measured based on the CFTC data) is substantially greater on
roll days, averaging 855 contracts per minute in the front contract and 402 contracts per minute in the
second contract, compared to 648 contracts in the front month and 274 contracts in the second contract on
non-roll days. Figure 2 displays average trading volume by minute for roll and non-roll days. Most
notable is the spike in trading activity at the time of the daily settlement, particularly on roll days.
Next, we examine various measures of price pressure, bid-ask spreads, and book depth on Roll and
non-Roll days using the NYMEX order data. To assess the magnitude of shocks to liquidity demand we
define a “trade imbalance” measure for each minute based on the buyer-initiated (a buy market order
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executes against a standing sell limit order) less seller-initiated (a sell market order executes against a
standing buy limit order) volume, and standardize the measure by subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation of imbalance observed during the same minute on roll and non-roll days. In the
front contract the net trade imbalance is on average negative on Roll days but positive on non-roll days,
and the difference in medians is statistically significant (t-statistic = -1.82). The positive trade imbalance
is consistent with the arrival of large traders (ETFs, or the counterparties to their TAS contracts) who
demand liquidity with market sell orders in the front contract on roll days. Interestingly, we do not detect
a net order imbalance in the second-nearest-to-delivery contract on roll days. This result reflects either
that the ETF counterparties do not offset their positions on roll days, or that they do not primarily use
marketable orders to do so.
The evidence also indicates that liquidity provision is more competitive on roll days. Quoted bid-ask
spreads (the difference between the lowest limit price for unexecuted sell orders and the highest limit
price for unexecuted buy orders) on roll days decline from an average of 1.17 basis points to 1.13 basis
points in the front contract, and from 1.45 basis points to 1.42 basis points in the second contract. Figure 3
displays average quoted spreads by minute for roll and non-roll days. The patterns indicate smaller
intraday quoted spreads for the majority of minutes on roll days. These declines, while modest, are
statistically significant, and must be evaluated in light of the substantial increase in liquidity demand,
which might have been anticipated to widen spreads.
We also assess liquidity supply by computing the “depth” of unexecuted orders in the limit order
book. In particular, we determine the total volume of unexecuted sell (ask depth) and buy (bid depth)
orders at prices within four ticks of the most competitive prices.

Bid depth for the front contract, which

is relevant for those seeking to sell, increases from an average of 46.5 contracts on non-roll days to 51.9
contracts on roll days (t-statistic = 13.17), while ask depth (relevant for those seeking to buy) increases
from an average of 44 contracts to 49.2 contracts (t-statistic = 14.60). Figures 4 display average bid and
ask depths by minute for roll and non-roll days and support increased liquidity provision in front contracts
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throughout the day. However, both the bid and ask depth for the second contract decline modestly, by
about 1 contract, on roll days.
Next, we assess average effective bid-ask spreads by minute, where the effective spread for a
given trade is twice the excess of the trade price over the bid-ask midpoint for those trades initiated by
buy market orders and twice the excess of the midpoint over the trade price for those trades initiated by
sell market orders. Effective spreads differ from quoted spread for trades that are large enough that they
do not fully execute at the quoted price. Effective spreads also reflect the effect of fully hidden or iceberg
orders in the limit order book. The average effective spread for each minute is computed as the volumeweighted mean of effective spreads for individual trades. The results indicate modest reductions in
effective spreads as well, from an average of 2.06 basis points to 1.96 basis points (t-statistic = -5.64) for
the front contract, and from 2.39 basis points to 2.29 basis points for the second contract (t-statistic =
-4.60).

Figure 5 displays average effective spreads by minute for roll and non-roll days.
Finally, we use the CFTC data to assess the number of distinct accounts that supply liquidity on

roll and non-roll days. An account is deemed to supply liquidity if at least one market sell order is
executed against a buy limit order posted by the account for the front contract and at least one market buy
order is executed against a sell limit order posted by the account for the second contract. We find that an
average of 874 distinct accounts provide liquidity in the front contract on roll days, compared to 681
accounts on non-roll days (t-statistic = 2.23). For the second contract the number of liquidity-supplying
increases modestly, from 153 on non-roll days to 167 on roll days.
We also use the Ansari-Bradley test to evaluate the hypothesis that the one-minute observations
on each variable are drawn from the same statistical distribution on Roll and non-Roll days. The results
indicate strong rejection (p-value < .0001) of the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that the
measures are more volatile on roll days for trading activity per minute, standardized trade imbalances, bid
and ask-side depth, and effective bid-ask spreads. These results are consistent with the view that more
liquidity is both demanded and supplied on roll days. Interestingly, the data do not indicate more
volatility in quoted spreads on roll days.
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These simple comparisons of liquidity measures across roll and non-roll days provide results
consistent with the sunshine trading theory of Admati and Pfleiderer (1991), who predict that the
announcement of an upcoming trade by a credibly non-informed trader will attract additional liquidity
suppliers to market. In particular, despite a large increase in trading activity and trade imbalances on roll
days, quoted spreads and effective spreads (which measure costs of trading) decline, while quantities of
unexecuted orders on the relevant side of the limit order book and the number of distinct accounts
providing liquidity both increase. The latter findings provide direct support for Admati and Pfliederer’s
(1991) prediction that preannouncement increases the size of the market by attracting liquidity providers.

IV.

A Model of Trading by a Monopolist Predator

In this section, we present a simple model of trading around the time of a known liquidation. Our
main finding is that the Brunnermeier and Pederson (JF, 2005) implication that predatory trading is
disruptive to the market in that it causes prices to overshoot their long run equilibrium, and is costly to the
party who must liquidate in that it reduces their sales proceeds, do not generalize to a resilient market.
Two important features of the Brunnermeier and Pederson model are that the price impacts of trades are
entirely permanent, and that the predator does not trade prior to the liquidation. We show here that
relaxation of these assumptions can lead to the conclusion that the presence of predator (who we refer to
by the more benign label “strategic trader”) can improve market quality and liquidator proceeds.

To

make this point in the simplest manner possible we focus on a monopolist predator in the absence of
uncertainty.
III.A. The Setting
The investor must liquidate a known quantity, QL. A strategic trader is aware of the liquidation, and
can trade before, simultaneous with, or after the liquidation, and chooses transaction quantities to
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maximize profits.15 Strategic trades sum to zero across periods; that is the strategic trader ultimately does
not absorb the liquidators position. The liquidator’s position, as well as order imbalances generated by
the strategic trader, are absorbed by the limit order book, the dynamics of which are described in the next
section.
III.B Trade Prices when the market is resilient.
The model of trade prices presented here is an extension of that presented in Chapter 15 of Hasbrouck
(2007). The private information conveyed by trades is measured by a permanent price impact parameter,
λ, and the security value evolves according to Vt  V0  Qt , where qi is signed order flow in period i and
t

Qt   qi is the accumulated order flow since base period 0.
i 1

Trades also have temporary price impacts. The immediate temporary price impact, γqi, is
proportional to the signed order flow, reflecting that small orders execute at quotes that differ from
security value and that larger orders walk up the limit order book. The temporary price impact of the
time i trade potentially persists beyond time i, if the limit order book is not refilled instantaneously.
Specifically, the trade price at time t depends on the time t order flow as well as prior order flow
according to:

Pt  Vt  At  V0  Qt  At

(1)

t 1

where At    j qt  j .
j 0

Defining M t  V0  Qt 1  At 1 as the midpoint, we can also express the trade price as
Pt = Mt + (λ+γ)qt.
Here, At is a weighted sum of orders from time 0 to t, and the parameter θ measures the resiliency of
the market. If θ = 0 the market is completely resilient in the sense that the temporary price impact of the

15
As noted Brunnermeier and Pederson (JF, 2005) focus on predator trades that occur simultaneous with or
after the liquidation. Carlin, Lobo, and Viswanathan (2007) study a predator constrained to trade during the same
time interval as the liquidator.
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order at time t affects only the time t price. A completely resilient market requires that the limit order
book refill instantaneously after an order is executed. If so, the midpoint equals the pre-trade value, and
Pt = Vt-1 + (λ+γ)qt. If 0 < θ < 1 the limit order book takes time to refill, and the temporary effect of the
time t order flow extends beyond time t. The temporary price impact is dampened as the limit order book
is refilled, and more rapidly for smaller θ. When θ >0 the midpoint differs from underlying value as a
function of recent order imbalances. If θ = 1 the temporary impact is never reversed, and thus is
indistinguishable from permanent impact. In this case At = Qt and Pt = V0 + (λ+γ)Qt.
III.C Market Prices and Outcomes
Trading occurs during three intervals: before, during, and after the investor’s liquidation. We will
interpret each interval as comprising a trading day. Let Qp, Qd, and Qa denote net signed order flow (sum
of liquidator and strategic trading) during the “pre”, “during”, and “after” days, respectively.

For

simplicity we consider the case where trading during each day is spread evenly across N periods.
With per-period signed order flow q constant across periods we can express At  qYt , where
t 1

Yt    j is a parameter that captures the cumulative impact of current and prior trades in a less than
j 0

N

perfectly resilient market. Define also YN   Yt / N , which is the average of Yt across periods 1 to N.
t 1

Let V1 denote the value of the security at the beginning of the “pre” day. Given these simplifications, the
average trade price across the N periods of the “pre” day is:

 ( N  1) YN  
Pp  V1  I 0Q p , where I 0  

2N
N 


(2)

The average trade price for the “during” day is:

Pd  V1  I1Qp  I 0Qd , where


Y 2 
I 1    N 2 
N 


And the average trade price for the “after” day is:
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(3)


Y 2 ( N 1) 
Pa  V1  I 2Q p  I1Qd , I 0Qa , where I 2    N 2 
N



(4)

It may be useful to consider how the I0, I1 and I2 parameters, which measure the effects on average
trade prices within each day of current day, prior day and second prior day order imbalances, are affected



( N  1) 
 . Note

by the resiliency parameter, θ. When θ = 1 we have I1 = I2 = (λ+γ), and I 0     
2N


that in this case the temporary and permanent price impacts are indistinguishable, and the full price
impact (λ+γ) of the current day order imbalance carries over to subsequent days. The effect of the current
day order imbalance on the same day mean price is smaller by the factor (N+1)/2N, which approaches ½
as the number of periods in the day becomes large. The smaller impact on the average current day price
reflects that the full impact is not manifest until trading is completed at the end of the day.
In contrast, when θ < 0, so that the market is resilient, the effects of trades on average prices within
each day is reduced, and more so the smaller is θ, i.e. the more resilient is the market. In particular, when

 ( N  1)  
 . In the fully resilient market price impacts are
2 N  N


θ = 0 we have I1 =I2 = λ, and I 0  

smaller, with the reduction attributable to a reduced effect on average prices of the temporary price
impact parameter, γ. In the fully resilient market the temporary price impact has no effect beyond the
current day. Within the same day, the effect of the order imbalance of the average price is reduced from
(N+1)/2N in the non-resilient market to 1/N in the fully resilient market. With 0 < θ < 1, i.e., when the
market is less-than-perfectly resilient, the effect of trades on average daily prices are larger than the case
when θ = 0, but smaller than the case when θ =1.
Let QL denote the liquidator sales on the “during” day. We can describe the strategic trader’s order
flows by a pair of proportionality parameters ρd and ρp, defined so that positive values indicate trading in
the same direction as the liquidator. Including the requirement that the strategic order trader order flow
sums to zero across the three days, the imbalance absorbed by the limit order book (the sum of liquidator
and strategic order flow) each day is:
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Q p    p QL ,

(5)

Qd  (1  d )QL ,

(6)

and Q a  Q L (  d   p ) .

(7)

Given these assumptions, market outcomes depend on average daily prices. In particular, the liquidator’s
proceeds depend only on the average price during the liquidation day:
LP  Q L Pd .

(8)

The quantity liquidated is ultimately absorbed by the limit order book. The total acquisition cost paid
by limit order traders is:

AC  QL  p Pp  QL (1  d ) Pd  QL (  p  d ) Pa .

(9)

The strategic trader’s profits as a function of average daily prices can be stated as:





SP  QL  p ( Pp  Pa )  d ( Pd  Pa ) ,

(10)

which reveals that the strategic profits are driven by differences in average trade prices across days.
Using expressions (5) to (7) in expressions (2) to (4) for prices and substituting into (10), strategic profits
can also be stated in terms of trading and price impact parameters as:



SP  QL2  p2 ( I 2  2I 0 )   d2 ( I1  2 I 0 )   p  d ( I 2  2 I 0 )  I1  p  ( I1  I 0 )  d



(11)

Straightforward calculus reveals that strategic trader profits are maximized when:

 d* 

2I 0  I1
4I1  6I 0  I 2

(12)

 I1
I1  2 I 0

2( I 2  2 I 0) 8 I1  12 I 0  2 I 2

(13)

and

 *p 

For comparison to the results of Brunnermeier and Pedersen, we also consider the case where the
strategic trader does not transact on the “pre” day. Then (11) is restated as:
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SP  QL2  d2 ( I 1  2 I 0 )  ( I 1  I 0 )  d



(11A)

and the restricted first order condition for constrained profit maximization is:

 d* 

I 0  I1
2( I1  2I 0 )

(12A)

III.D Illustration of the Outcomes
Table 4 illustrates the outcomes of this analysis when the strategic trader chooses quantities to
maximize profit. The illustration includes an initial price (V0) equal to $100, N = 32 fifteen minute
periods within each eight-hour trading day, QL = 20 units liquidated, temporary price impact, γ = 0.5,
permanent price impact, λ = 0.015, for values of the resiliency parameter, θ, ranging from zero to one.
These parameters imply a permanent price impact of 20*.015/100 = 30 basis points from the liquidation,
which is in line with multi-day estimates of EFT roll price impacts reported in Section VI below. The
temporary price impact if the full 20 units were brought to market in a single period would be 20*0.5 =
10%. Of course the liquidation would actually spread over at least the 32 periods of the “during” day.
The column of Table 4 labeled “base” reports outcomes, including both the liquidator’s proceeds (LP,
from expression 8) and limit order traders’ acquisition cost (AC, from expression 9) for the 20 units,
when the strategic trader is absent. In the absence of any price impacts the liquidator proceeds would be
20*100 = 2000.

Given the positive price impact parameters, liquidator proceeds in the absence of

strategic trading declines with θ, i.e. as the market is less resilient, from $1990.7 when θ = 0 to $1893.8
when θ = 1.
The next set of columns report outcomes when the strategic trader selects quantities to maximize
profits, according to expressions (12) and (13), followed by columns that report outcomes when the
strategic trader maximizes profits subject to a no-trading-prior constraint (expression 12A).

The

columns labeled “Pre”, “During”, and “After” report the profit maximizing strategic trader order flow as a
proportion of the liquidator sale, with positive values indicating trading in the same direction as the
liquidator. The column “SP” reports the strategic traders profit from expression (10).
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Despite our use of simplifying assumptions (in particular, that trading is level across periods within
each day), our results confirm those of Brunnermeier and Pedersen when we assume, as they did, that
trades’ price impacts are fully permanent (θ = 1). When constrained to not trade prior to the liquidation,
the strategic trader sells simultaneous with the liquidator, and reverses by buying the following day. The
profit maximizing quantity transacted by the strategic trader is, given these parameters, 7.75 times the size
of the liquidation itself. Consistent with Brunnermeier and Pedersen, the liquidator’s proceeds are
reduced dramatically from $1893 in the base case to $1071 when the strategic trader is present.
The consistency of results with those of Brunnermeier and Pedersen hinge crucially on the
permanence of the price impacts. Reducing the θ parameter, i.e. introducing resiliency to the market,
rapidly reduces the extent to which the profit-maximizing strategic trader sells alongside the liquidator.
When θ = 0.96, as well as for all smaller values of θ, the profit-maximizing strategic trader buys during
the period when the liquidator sells, thereby absorbing a portion of the liquidator’s order imbalance.
Further, for the same set of parameter values, the liquidator’s proceeds are larger when the strategic
trader is present than when the strategic trader is absent.
We next assess outcomes when the strategic trader can also transact before the liquidator. Here, we
see that the strategic trader acts as a liquidity supplier, in the sense that she buys during the day when the
liquidator sells, for all values of θ. Depending on market resiliency, the strategic trader absorbs between
33% and 46% of the liquidator’s sales in the “during” interval. In addition, the strategic trader follows a
strategy that casual observers might refer to as frontrunning, in the sense that she sells during the period
preceding the liquidator’s sale for all for all values of θ. However, the liquidator receives higher proceeds
in the presence of the strategic trader than in the base case with no strategic trading for all values of θ less
than 0.94. The strategic trader’s actions reduce liquidator proceeds only when θ approaches one, i.e. as
price impacts become permanent.
Figures 6A and 6B display period-by-period trade prices around the 20 unit liquidation, for market
resiliency parameters, θ, of 0.0 and 0.98, respectively. Outcomes for intermediate resiliency parameters
are generally similar – only when θ approaches 1 are the effects altered. The first third of the individual
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observations pertain to the pre-liquidation day, the second third pertain to the during-liquidation day, and
the final third pertain to the post-liquidation day.
Figure 6A applies when the market is fully resilient (θ = 0), so that the period t price deviates from
value only due to contemporaneous order flow. The value of the liquidated asset decreases from $100 to
$99.70, due to the permanent price impact of the liquidation. Here, in the absence of strategic trading, the
price remains at 100 until the liquidation begins. The price drops immediately to $99.68 due to
temporary price impact as the liquidation begins, and continues to decline to $99.39 due to accumulated
permanent price impact as the liquidation is completed. After the liquidation is completed the price
returns to its new equilibrium of $99.70.
Notably, strategic trading reduces price impacts relative to the no-strategic trading benchmark. This
occurs because the strategic trader absorbs a portion of the sales during the liquidation, and shifts the
selling pressure to the preceding day. As a consequence overall price impact is reduced. The minimum
price with strategic trading is $99.47 (as the liquidation ends) compared to a minimum price of $99.39
without strategic trading.
Figure 6B applies when θ = 0.98. Here, 98% of the temporary price impact in a given period persists
to the next period. Overall price impacts are greater in the less-resilient market. In the absence of
strategic trading the price is pushed as low as $92.27, before recovering. In contrast, in the presence of
the strategic trader the minimum price is $92.75.

In general, as the market becomes less resilient (as θ

increases) from over the range θ = 0.00 to θ = 0.98 the price impact of the liquidation increases, but is
always smaller with strategic trading than without. Further, over the range θ = 0.00 to θ = 0.96 liquidator
proceeds are larger with strategic trading than without. Only when θ approaches 1, i.e. as the market
loses all resiliency, does strategic trading lead to larger price impacts or reduced liquidator proceeds.
The results here therefore confirm those of Brunnermeier and Pedersen, but show that their central
results are specific to their assumed structure. In particular, the strategic trader causes the price to
overshoot its long term equilibrium and reduces the liquidators proceeds only when the market is nonresilient, i.e. when trades price impacts are close to permanent. In contrast, in a resilient market the profit
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maximizing strategic trader will choose to absorb a portion of the liquidator’s order imbalance during the
liquidation period, and thereby reduces the price impact of the liquidator’s order imbalance.
These insights are relevant to ETF crude oil rolls. There is little reason to think that such rolls
convey private information that would lead to permanent changes in crude oil prices.

Further, the crude

oil futures markets are very active: on roll days an average of 850 front-month contracts trade each
minute. To the extent that the limit order book refills quickly after order imbalances, i.e. the market is
resilient, the liquidator benefits from the presence of a strategic trader who anticipates the liquidation.
We next report direct estimates of the resiliency of the crude oil market.

V.

Estimating the Resiliency of the NYMEX Crude Oil Market

The analysis is the preceding section underscores that the incentives of a predatory or strategic trader
who becomes aware of the trading intentions of another large investor depend crucially on whether the
price impact of trades is permanent or temporary, and in the case of temporary price impacts, on the
resiliency of the market.

To assess the incentives and likely market impacts of strategic trading around

ETF rolls therefore requires estimates of trades’ permanent and temporary price impacts as well as market
resiliency in the NYMEX crude oil markets.
Based on expression (1), which quantifies trade prices as a function of current and prior order
imbalances, we estimate these parameters with geometric lag regressions of the form:
∑

∑

∗

(13)

where Pt is the time t trade price, M1 is the quote midpoint at the beginning of trading day (9:00 A.M.
New York time), qj is the signed order imbalance at time j, and q*j is the residual from a fifth-order autoregression of qj. The use of q*j instead of qj to estimate the permanent price impact of order imbalances
follows Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans (1997) and Huang and Stoll (1997), and accommodates the
presence of positive autocorrelation in order imbalances. The specific-choice of the fifth-order autoregression specification follows Sadka (2006). We implement (13) using time periods defined as either
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one or five seconds. For time periods with multiple trades Pt is measured as the last trade price during the
time period, and Qj is measured as the net order imbalance (excess of buyer-initiated over seller-initiated
trades, measured in contracts) during the interval. The geometric lag expression (equation 13) is
implemented using NYMEX order data by Generalized Method of Moments (GMM), using SAS Proc
Model with a Bartlett Kernel set equal to the lag length plus one.
Table 4, Panel A presents the regression parameters estimated using five second time intervals, and
using sixty lags of signed order imbalance. We report results for the front and second-to-maturity
contracts, and for the full sample as well as separately for roll and non-roll days. While we are primarily
interested in assessing the resiliency of the crude oil futures markets, it is also of interest to compare
parameter estimates across roll and non-roll days. Consistent with results reported on Table 1 and Table
3, the coefficient estimates based on full sample of roll and non-roll days indicate that the front contract is
more liquid than second contract. In particular, the front contract has smaller permanent price impact (5.6
cents versus 8.4 cents), smaller temporary price impact (2.1 cents versus 5.7 cents) and is more resilient
(0.959 versus 0.976).
The parameter estimates for roll and non-roll days provide some evidence of market stress on roll
days due to heightened liquidity demand. The estimated temporary price impact is larger on roll days
(0.038 vs. 0.020 for the front contract), as is the estimated resiliency parameter (0.986 vs. 0.959 for the
front contract). However, the standard errors of the estimates are sufficiently large that differences in
estimates across roll and non-roll days are not statistically significant.16
The estimated permanent price impact for trades in the front contract is lower on roll days than on
non-roll days (5.4 cents versus 5.8 cents), and the difference is statistically significant (p-value = 0.03).17
A decrease in permanent price impact is consistent with the reasoning that ETF roll trades are viewed as
16

We also estimate expression (13) over one-second rather than five-second time intervals, with results that are
generally similar to those discussed (Table 5, Panel B). Consistent with results of the 5-second specification, the
estimated temporary price impact for the front contract increases (p-value of difference = 0.12) and market
resiliency declines (the θ estimate increases) on roll days (p-value of difference = 0.07).
17
Note that the price impact is estimated based on the surprise order imbalance rather than the level of the order
imbalance. The ETF rolls studied here involve an average of over 20,000 contracts, but the large size of this
imbalance is not a surprise to market participants. For this reason the estimated permanent price impact does not
map directly into the Section IV theory, which did not allow for predictable order imbalances.
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uninformed. It may be surprising that the estimated permanent price impact on roll days is positive, if
ETF rolls comprise non-informed trading. However, while ETF trades are large, they still comprise a
minority of trading activity on roll days, and informed traders may be present. The model of Admati and
Pfleiderer (1991) implies that informed traders may in fact prefer to trade at times when liquidity traders
are also more active, in order to camouflage their trades and take advantage of reduced price impacts.
Consistent with the reasoning, the estimated permanent price impact of trades in the second-nearest-todelivery contract is actually larger (0.149 vs. 0.082) on roll than non-roll days.
Recall that the resiliency parameter, θ, measures the proportion of the temporary price impact
attributable to current interval order imbalance that persists to the next period. The analysis in Section
IV shows that the resiliency parameter is crucial in assessing the trading patterns that will maximize
strategic trader profits. The estimates of θ reported on Table V uniformly exceed 0.95. At first glance
these estimates may appear to imply a non-resilient market. However, the estimates must be interpreted
in light of the time interval that defines a period. We estimate expression (13) over short five second
intervals to increase the effective sample size.

Focusing on the front-month resiliency estimate of 0.959,

for example, the estimated proportion of the temporary impact that persists after one minute is 0.95912 =
.605, the proportion that persists after five minutes is 0.95960 = .081, the proportion that persists after ten
minutes is 0.959120 = .007, and the proportion that persists after 15 minutes is 0.959180 = .0005. Stated
alternately, these estimates imply that over 90% of the temporary price impact caused by an order
imbalance is reversed within five minutes, and 99.95% is reversed within fifteen minutes, indicating that
the crude oil futures markets are indeed quite resilient.
Among the θ estimates reported on Table 5, the one that implies the least resilient market is the 0.993
estimate obtained for the second-nearest-to-expiration contract on roll days.

A resiliency estimate of

0.993 for five second intervals implies that less than 30% (0.993180 = 0.283) of the temporary price impact
persists for fifteen minutes. The numerical illustrations of the theoretical analysis presented in Section
IV are calibrated to a fifteen minute period. The empirical estimates obtained here therefore indicate that
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resiliency parameters of 0.3 or less at a fifteen minute interval are relevant in evaluating strategic trader
incentives.

VI.

Account-level analysis

The theoretical model presented in Section IV shows that the profit-maximizing strategy for a trader
who is aware of a large upcoming transaction depends on the resiliency of the underlying market. The
empirical results reported in Section V indicate that the oil futures market is indeed resilient, and that the
analysis should focus on resiliency parameters θ of 0.3 or less when evaluating trading strategies over
fifteen minute periods.
We next report results obtained when we rely on the CFTC transaction data, which includes unique
trading accounts identifiers, to assess strategies followed by individual trading accounts in the period
surrounding ETF rolls. The CFTC data identifies the trading accounts associated with both the buy and
sell side of each transaction. For this analysis we define the “During” interval as 9 A.M. to market
closure at 4:15 P.M. New York time on the ETF roll day, the “Before” interval as midnight on Day -3
(three trading days prior) to 9 A.M. on roll day, and the “After” interval as the reopening of trading at 5
P.M. on the roll day through Midnight on Day +3 (three trading days after) the roll day.
The theoretical analysis focuses on a strategic trader who does not ultimately absorb the liquidator’s
position. Since strategic traders might also transact for reasons unrelated to the roll we relax this
definition for the empirical implementation. Specifically, we identify an account as potentially being a
strategic trader if the absolute value of the net change in the account’s inventory as a fraction of the
account’s total activity in the days surrounding the roll is less than 0.25. The ETF's natural
counterparties (i.e., accounts that hold or can be induced by price concessions to hold opposite positions
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as the ETF) are unlikely to be classified as strategic traders, since their inventory change to total trading
ratio is likely to exceed the threshold of 0.25.18
We categorize each account identified as a possible strategic trader as following one of twelve
possible trading strategies, as described in Panel A of Table 6. Those strategic traders whose signed
position change on the roll day itself (Day 0) is of the opposite sign as the ETF’s order flow are deemed
to be effectively following liquidity provision strategies, labeled ST1 to ST5. Those strategic traders
whose signed position change on the roll day is in the same direction as the ETF order flow are, consistent
with the analysis of Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) deemed to be following potentially predatory
strategies, labeled ST8 to ST12.19 The categories ST6 and ST7 represent accounts without any trading
activity on the roll day.
We further categorized strategic traders into one of five sub-strategies within liquidity provision
(ST1-ST5) and predatory trading (ST8-ST12) categories on the basis of the account’s change in net
positions in the before and after periods. For example, a liquidity providing account that trades in the
opposite (same) direction as the ETF in the before interval and who also trades in the same (opposite)
direction as the ETF in the after interval is placed in categories ST1 (ST3). Our objective in identifying
the sub-categories is to assess the relative importance of strategies implied by various theories. For
example, the Brunnermeier and Pederson (2005) predatory trading strategy involves no trading before the
ETF, trading the same direction as the ETF during, and trading opposite the ETF in the after period,
which we label ST11. Our analysis in Section IV above implies that the strategic trader will trade in the
same direction as the ETF before the roll begins and in the opposite direction as the ETF during the roll
(ST3, ST4, and ST5). Further, for resiliency parameters, θ, less than about 0.3 the strategic trader will
trade the opposite direction as the ETF during the after period as well (ST3).

18

As an illustration, suppose an account sells 1,000 contracts before, sells 1,000 contracts during, and buys
1,500 contracts after the roll. The absolute value of net change in account’s inventory is 500 contracts, while total
trading activity is 4,500 contracts. Since the ratio of (500/4500) < 0.11, we classify the account as a strategic trader.
19
Specifically, for the front contract, a strategic trader whose inventories increase (i.e., net buyer) on the roll
day is categorized as a liquidity provider, while a strategic trader whose inventories decrease (i.e., net sell) on roll
day is categorized as a predatory trader.
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Having assigned each strategic account to one of the 12 strategies at each roll period, we aggregate
the strategic volume across all trading accounts associated with a strategy, where the strategic volume is
simply the round trip volume associated with an account surrounding the roll.20 Note that for each
identified strategy there is a complementary strategy involving opposite trading patterns. For example,
ST1 and ST12 are complimentary, in that ST1 involves trading against, against, and with the ETF during
the three intervals, while ST12 involves the opposite pattern of trading with, with, and against the ETF
during the three intervals.
Since some strategies might be more common than others for reasons entirely unrelated to ETF rolls,
we focus on normalized strategic volume, which is the strategic volume in a category less the strategic
volume in the complementary strategy. Also, to assess whether particular strategies are used more
frequently around ETF rolls as compared to other periods, we calculate normalized strategic volume for
each of the strategies on all usable non-roll days. A non-roll day is usable for this purpose if the interval
three days prior to three days after does not overlap with the three days prior or after an actual ETF roll
day.
In Panel B of Table 6 we report regression coefficients obtained when normalized strategic volume
for all days (ETF roll and non-roll days) is regressed on an indicator variable that equals one for ETF roll
days, as well as separate indicator variable for February 6, 2009 roll. This date is of particular interest as
it was the subject of a CFTC enforcement action related to the execution and reporting of a pair of large
(over 29,000 contracts in each of the front month and second month crude oil contracts) block TAS
trades.21 It is therefore of interest to understand whether certain strategies were particularly prevalent on
this date. The FEB6 coefficient measures abnormal trading activity on Feb 6, 2009 relative to the other
ETF roll days. Columns (1) to (6) report results when the dependent variable is normalized strategic
volume in categories ST1 to ST6.22
20
Building on the illustration above, the strategic volume for an account that sells 1,000 contracts before, sells
1,000 contracts during, and buys 1,500 contracts after the roll is 1,500 contracts.
21
http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr5816-10.
22
Note that results for strategies ST7 to ST12 would simply be the opposite of results for ST1 to ST6, since
they are the complements of the first six strategies.
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To interpret the results of this analysis, recall that categories ST1 to ST6 involve liquidity provision,
while their complimentary strategies ST7 to ST12 potentially involve predation. Therefore, increases in
normalized strategic volume for categories ST1 to ST6 at the roll would indicate increase liquidity
provision, while decreases in normalized strategic volume for categories ST1 to ST6 at the roll would
indicate increased use of predatory strategies.
Several results reported on Panel B of Table 6 are noteworthy. First, the statistically significant
intercepts in columns (3) and (4) for the front contract imply that strategic trading in category ST4 is more
prevalent and in ST3 less prevalent relative to complementary strategies on non-roll days. Second, we
estimate statistically significant positive coefficients for ST3 on the roll day indicator for both the front
and second contracts, and significant (for the second contract) or nearly significant (for the front contract)
negative coefficients for ST1 on the roll day. Since ST1 and ST3 are both liquidity providing strategies
the results may appear to conflict. Note, though, that ST3 involves trading in the same direction as the
upcoming ETF trades prior to the roll, while ST1 involves trading the opposite direction prior to the ETF
roll. The analysis presented in Section IV and illustrated in Table 4 indicates that the profit maximizing
strategy always involves (for any resiliency parameter) trading the opposite direction as the ETF in the
period prior to the roll, as in ST3, ST4, and ST5. Further, Table 4 indicates that the most profitable
strategy involves trading opposite the ETF in the period after the ETF roll if the market is resilient, with θ
less than about 0.3. That is, for resiliency parameters in line with the empirical estimates reported in the
preceding section, ST3 is indeed the more profitable strategy. We therefore interpret these results as
indicating a substitution by strategic traders toward the most profitable liquidity provision strategies
around the time of the ETF roll.
We estimate a negative and significant roll day coefficient for ST6, indicating increased usage of the
complimentary strategy ST7, which involves trading the same direction as the ETF prior to the roll and
reversing the position after the roll. This strategy might also be interpreted as predatory. However, the
result is not observed for the second contract, which would imply that the predator was taking on more
risk than necessary (since an outright rather than a spread position would be held for at least a trading
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day). Further, the alternative strategy of absorbing some of the ETF imbalance would have been more
profitable in general, and the February 6 indicator variable provides an opposite coefficient estimate.
With regard to other estimated coefficients for February 6, only the coefficient for ST2, which is a
liquidity provision strategy, is significant, and only in the second contract. This analysis therefore does
not provide evidence of disruptive predatory strategies around the controversial February 6, 2009 roll.
The results presented here indicate that the NYMEX oil futures market is resilient, with temporary
price impacts of trades being fully reversed within minutes of an order imbalance shock. Evidence based
on limit order book depth, quoted spreads, and effective spreads, are also consistent with increased
competition from liquidity providers on roll date. Further, the results of this analysis of trading by
individual accounts also points towards increased liquidity provision around the roll.
Estimates reported in Table V indicate that order imbalances do have a permanent price impact, even
around the roll. A strategic trader who provides liquidity by absorbing order imbalances during the roll
must offset the inventory (by trading in the same direction as the ETF roll) either before or after the roll.
Given long-lived price impacts it is more profitable to conduct offsetting trades ahead of (as in ST3 or
ST4) than after (as in ST1 or ST2) the roll. Our analysis implies that ST3 will be the most profitable
strategy, and the evidence supports that strategic traders indeed provide liquidity at the roll while using
this strategy.23 Importantly, our analysis also indicates that the temporary price impacts associated with
the large trades are reduced and the liquidator (ETF) proceeds are enhanced by strategic trading of this
type. This stands in sharp contrast to the implications of the Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) model,
which would have predicted the use of strategies ST8 to ST12, larger price impacts, and decreased
liquidator (ETF) proceeds.

VII.

Estimating the Cost of Executing the Roll

23

To expand on this reasoning, note that the ETFs (or equivalently, the TAS counterparties of ETF) actively sell
the front contract and actively buy the second month on the roll day. The positive permanent price effect implies that
ETF trading would cause front contract prices to decrease and second contract prices to increase on the roll day. For
this reason, strategic liquidity providers in front month contracts are better off building a short position (at higher
prices) before the roll day. Along similar lines, strategic liquidity providers in the second month contracts are better
off building a long position (at lower prices) before the roll day.
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As noted, the ETFs completed (with one minor exception) all of their roll transactions in the March
2008 to February 2009 period at weighted average prices equal to the NYMEX settlement prices for the
same contracts on the same day. However, this result does not imply that the ETFs incurred no cost to
complete the rolls, as the settlement prices themselves may have been affected by the offsetting trades of
the ETF counterparties or by strategic traders.
The roll transaction most often consists of the sale of the nearest to expiration contract and the
purchase of the 2nd nearest to expiration contract.

It is common in the literature on trading costs to

estimate the cost of executing a trade by comparing the transaction price to a pre-trade benchmark price.
Let F1T denote the transaction price at which the 1st nearby contract is sold and F1B denote the benchmark
price for the nearby contract. Similarly, let F2T and F2B denote the price at which the second nearby
contract is purchased and the benchmark price for the second nearby contract, respectively.

The

proportional execution cost for the sale of the nearby contract can be measured as ln(F1B/F1T), while the
proportional execution cost for the purchase of the second nearby contract can be measured as ln(F2T/F2B).
Summing the two proportional cost measures, the combined cost can be measured as:
Proportional roll cost = ST – SB,
where ST = ln(F2T/F1T) and SB = ln(F2B/F1B). The notation S reflects that the log ratio of the second
nearest futures price to the nearest futures price can be viewed as the slope of the futures term structure.
The implication is that the proportional cost of the roll can be measured by the futures term slope implied
by the transaction prices in excess of the future term slope implied by the benchmark prices. Since this
analysis requires only daily settlement prices, we extend the time interval studied to include the interval
April 2006 to October 2011, where the former date coincides with the launching of USO, the largest ETF
designed to track crude oil prices.
We identify from the USO web site the date of each USO roll during this period, and report on Table
7 estimated roll costs. Estimates are based on comparisons of the term slope implied by settlement prices
on the USO roll date to the term spread implied by settlement prices ranging from one to ten days prior to
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the USO roll.24 The daily record of settlement prices is obtained from CRB database. Estimated rolls
costs vary from 10 basis points (prior day benchmark) to approximately 30 basis points (benchmark 7 to 9
days prior to the roll). While the sample size is relatively small and the estimates are noisy, cost
estimates based on benchmarks from five to seven days prior to the roll differ significantly from zero (tstatistics range from 2.15 to 2.58).
These estimates of ETF roll trading costs are not particularly large as compared to estimated costs for
institutional trades in U.S. equities in recent years. For example, Amber, Irvine, Puckett and
Venkataraman (2011) report that one-way institutional trading costs in large-capitalization equities
average around 15 to 20 basis points in 2008-09. The average institutional order size in their sample is
around 1.5% of average daily volume (ADV) in the stock, while the ETF roll activity as percentage of
ADV averages (Table 1) 13% for the front month and 18% for the second month. In addition, the
estimated ETF roll cost reported here reflects a round-trip trade, as the ETF sells the nearby contract and
buys the second nearby contract. These estimates indicate that, while the ETFs do effectively pay nontrivial execution costs to have their large trades executed, the costs are not large relative to institutional
trading costs in large-capitalization equities. The modest trade costs for the large ETF rolls reflect the
resiliency of the crude oil futures market, and the effectiveness of the “sunshine trading” strategy where
preannouncement attracts liquidity suppliers, including strategic traders, as well as natural counterparties.

VIII.

Explaining Crude Oil ETF Stock Price Performance

In general the analysis reported here provides little evidence that strategic traders engage in predatory
trading of the type described by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) around crude oil ETF rolls. This
result is consistent with the theoretical analysis presented here implying that strategic traders have
incentives to trade in a more benign manner in a resilient market, relative to a market with purely

24

Prior to March 2009, the USO roll was accomplished on a single date two weeks prior to the expiration of the
nearest-to-delivery contract. From March 2009 the USO roll has been spread over four days, beginning two weeks
prior to the expiration of the nearby contract (source: USO webpage). For this analysis we compute ST for the
single roll date prior to March 2009, and we average across terms slopes observed for the four roll dates thereafter.
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permanent price impacts as considered by Brunnermeier and Pedersen. It is also consistent with the
reasoning that the pre-announcement of the roll attracts additional liquidity providers, as in the sunshine
trading theory of Admati and Pfleiderer (1991). What then explains the poor performance of USO stock
(the largest of the crude oil ETFs) compared to the level of crude oil prices, as documented in Figure 1?
The following insights apply. First, USO and other crude oil ETFs were not designed to deliver
returns that track changes in the level of crude oil prices, either spot or future, but changes in prices of
individual futures contracts. A recent USO “Fact Sheet” indicates that USO’s investment objective is to
deliver returns that reflect “changes in percentage terms of ….the futures contract on light, sweet crude
oil traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange that is the near month contract to expire, less USO’s
expenses.” Second, investors who hold spot crude oil do not earn returns that match the change in spot
prices, as they incur costs of storing and insuring the crude oil.

Indeed, crude oil ETFs take positions in

futures contracts rather than holding spot crude oil to avoid incurring such storage costs. In contrast,
ETFs designed to deliver returns that depend on the prices of commodities with lower storage costs (e.g.
precious metals) often hold physical inventories.25
We formalize these arguments and quantify their relative importance as follows. Let Pt denote the
date t spot price and Ft(m) denote the date t futures price for delivery at date t+m. Futures prices are
linked to spot prices by the no-arbitrage “cost-of-carry” relation:

Ft (m)  Pt e S t m ,

(14)

where St = rt + ct is the continuously compounded per-period cost of carrying inventory, including
forgone interest, rt, and other storage costs, ct. Non-interest storage costs include costs of renting storage
tanks, insurance, etc., and may at times be offset in part or full by “convenience yields” that reflect the
option value of holding inventory. Applying (14) to futures for delivery at dates t+m and t+n, the perperiod cost of carrying inventory can be inferred as:

25
For example, the Wall Street Journal recently reported that the SPDR Gold Shares ETF holds over 41 million
troy ounces of physical gold inventory. See http://blogs.wsj.com/marketbeat/2012/03/02/etfs-hold-more-gold-thanitaly-france/.
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St 

ln(Ft (m) / Ft (n))
( m  n)

(15)

Expression (15) implies that the cost of carrying inventory is revealed by the slope of the futures term
structure.

Using expression (15) with the daily CRB data, we compute the cost of storage implied by the

settlement prices of the first and second nearest-to-expiration crude oil contracts for each trading day
from January 1, 1999 to October 20, 2011. We report results on Table 8, for the full sample and for
subsamples. We focus in particular on the subsample beginning April 10, 2006 (when USO was
launched). For the full sample the mean implied storage cost (multiplied by 250 to convert to an annual
equivalent) is 0.33%, which an associated t-statistic of 0.85. In contrast, during the post-USO subsample
the mean implied storage cost was 16.20%, with an associated t-statistic of 21.73.
A positive term slope, whereby futures prices exceed spot prices, and more so for more distant
delivery dates, characterize what practitioners often refer to as a “contango” market. The cost-of-carry
relation implies that contango will be observed only when net storage costs for the marginal holder of
inventory are positive.26

To see that the positive term slope represents marginal storage costs, recognize

that St also represents the pre-storage-cost daily return to a strategy of purchasing crude oil for delivery at
date t+n at price Ft(n) and simultaneously selling the same oil for delivery at date t+m at price Ft(m).
Positive arbitrage profits are available if oil can be stored from date t+n to date t+m for a per-period cost
less than St.27
As of April 10, 2006, the nearest-to-expiration futures price (for May delivery) was $68.74, and
the associated spot price implied by expression (14) was $68.31. By October 20, 2011, the nearest to
expiration futures price (for November delivery) had risen to $85.30.

Despite the increase in oil prices,

USO’s share price decreased from $68.02 on April 10, 2006 to $33.33 on October 20, 2011. To assess
the reasons for this decrease, first define:
26

Pirrong (2011) documents that the collapse in crude oil prices during the recent financial crisis was
accompanied by large increases in physical crude oil inventories and in the marginal cost of carrying inventory.
27
The cost-of-carry relation is a no-arbitrage condition for the marginal holder of inventory. Those who can
store a commodity for lower cost can earn profits. Anecdotal accounts (e.g. http://blogs.reuters.com/greatdebate/2010/07/22/contango-and-the-real-cost-of-carry/) indicate entry by non-traditional firms (e.g. hedge funds)
into the oil storage business in recent periods.
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P 
U t 1  ln  t S1t  .
 Pt e 

(16)

The denominator of expression (16) is the time t expectation of the time t+1 spot price, assuming the
absence of any return premium, i.e. if the spot price is expected to appreciate enough to offset the
marginal cost of storage. Ut+1 can therefore be interpreted as the ex post return premium in the day t+1
spot price, comprised of the ex ante premium (if any) and the ex post price shock. (If the only cost of
storage was foregone interest then Ut+1 would simply be the return in excess of the interest rate). We
construct a daily time series of spot prices implied by expression (14), relying on the nearest to expiration
futures price and the previously computed daily storage cost estimates. From this series of implied spot
prices we compute the time series of realizations of Ut, the daily ex post return premium in spot oil prices.
Table 7 reports the resulting time series mean of Ut (annualized by multiplying by 250). For the
full sample, the ex post spot premium is 5.62% per year. During the 1990s, the ex post spot premium was
only 4.69% per year. In the period before USO was launched, January 2000 through April 9, 2006, the
ex post spot premium surged to 23.02% per year. In contrast, after April 10, 2006, when USO was active,
the mean ex post spot return premium was -12.22% per year. While none of these means are statistically
significant (reflecting the high variability of spot price changes) the accumulated effect is nevertheless
economically important. The negative ex post premium for the period when USO was active implies that
the appreciation of oil spot oil prices during the sample period was less than sufficient to compensate for
the cost of carrying inventory.
To assess the performance of futures returns in comparison, apply expression (14) to futures at
dates t and t+1 to obtain the following expression for the continuously compounded daily return on a
given futures contract:

 F (m  1) 
 Pt 1e S t 1 ( m 1) 
ln  t 1
ln


 P eS (m) 
 Ft (m) 
 t


(17)

Using (16), and defining ΔS = St+1 – St, the futures return can be expressed as:
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(18)

From (16), the continuously compounded growth in the spot price from date t to t+1 can be written as:

P 
ln  t 1   U t  St .
 Pt 

(19)

Comparing expressions (18) and (19) yields several insights. First, and most important, for a given cost
of carry (ΔS = 0), the rate of appreciation in the spot price exceeds that of the futures price by St, the cost
of carrying inventory. Stated alternately, spot price appreciation will exceed changes in prices of
individual futures contracts in Contango markets, and vice versa in “backwardated” markets (where the
implied cost of carry is negative, presumably due to large “convenience yields”).

As noted, the marginal

cost of carry was large and significant (16.2% per year) during the USO sample period. Large
underperformance of futures price changes relative to spot price changes is therefore implied by the noarbitrage cost-of-carry relation.
Second, the cost of carry has no direct implication for futures returns, as St does not appear in
expression (18).28 In particular, the fact that the rolling a futures position in a contango market involves
buying the second contract at a price higher than the selling price for the expiring contract has no direct
implication for returns to roll strategies.29 Third, the futures return does depend on ΔS. For a given a
spot price, increases in the cost of carry improve futures returns. Finally, both futures and spot returns
are equally affected by Ut, the ex post premium in the spot price. The data indicate that the time series
average of U has been negative in the period since USO was launched.

28
However, expression (18) does not rule out negative covariation between the cost of carry and futures returns,
which has in fact been documented in a number of commodity markets. See, for example, Liu and Tang (2010),
Szymanowska, De Roon, Nijman, and Van den Goorbergh (2011), and the papers referenced therein. The data
reported on Table 8 are consistent with such negative covariation, in that futures returns are positive and the cost of
storage negative during the January 2000 to April 2006 period, while futures returns are negative and the cost of
storage positive during the April 2006 to October 2011 period.
29
In contrast, the financial press and some academic authors have incorrectly asserted that a roll trade in a
contango market generates an immediate loss. For example, Mou (2011, page 13) claims that the excess of the
nearest-delivery futures price over the more distant-delivery futures price “is the amount of gain (or loss) per unit of
the commodity when rolling futures forward. “
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That USO returns trailed the growth of spot prices is to be anticipated in light of expressions (18)
and (19) above, which imply that futures price appreciation will be less than spot price appreciation in
contango markets.

But did excessive roll costs also contribute?

To shed some additional light on this

issue, we compute daily time series of futures returns, ln(Ft+1(m-1)/ Ft(m)). The preceding expression
applies to futures prices for a contract with a fixed delivery date, t+m. To compute a continuous time
series of futures returns also requires “rolling” to more distant contracts as contracts mature.
We compute three time series of daily futures returns. The first, denoted “Return 1”, is based on
the current and prior day prices of the nearest-to-expiration contract, for all days including the last day of
trading for the expiring contract. The second, denoted “Return 2”, is based on the current and prior day
prices of the second-nearest-to-expiration contract, for all days including the last day of trading for the
expiring contract. The third, denoted “Return Benchmark” is based on the current and prior day prices of
the nearest-to-expiration contract when the nearest contract is two or more weeks from expiration, and on
the current and prior day prices of the second-nearest-to-expiration contract from then until the nearest
contract expires. These benchmark returns reflect the timing of USO’s rolls. If the USO roll adversely
affects market prices at the time of the roll, e.g. due to predatory trading or due to imperfectly elastic
liquidity supply, then the benchmark returns will be lower than the other two return series.
Table 8 reports mean (x250) daily returns on the three futures return series, for the full sample as
well as for the USO period. For the latter interval we also report the mean continuously compounded
return to the USO ETF. Each mean return is negative during the USO period.30 However, the returns
are highly variable, and mean returns do not differ significantly from zero (t-statistics range from -0.51 to
-0.85). It is nevertheless instructive to compare the return series. The mean benchmark futures return is
-14.11% per year. By comparison, the mean Return 1 is -8.94% per year and the mean Return 2 is

30

Note though that the annualized mean of each of the three futures return series exceeded 20% during the
preceding interval January 1, 2000 to April 9, 2006.
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-9.71% per year.

The benchmark return is 5.17% per year less than Return 1 and 4.40% less than Return

2, and the latter differential is statistically significant (t-statistic = -2.65).31
The prices that comprise the benchmark return are potentially affected by the fact that USO rolls
its positions two weeks prior to expiration.

Return 2 and the benchmark return are identical (since each

reflects a position in the 2nd nearest to delivery contract) during the two weeks prior to expiration. The
statistically significant differential in Return 2 relative to benchmark returns therefore reflects better
performance of the 2nd nearest-to-expiration contract relative to the nearest-to-expiration contract, i.e.
widening of the spread, in the half month preceding the USO roll. The differential of 4.40% per year
equates to 37 basis points per roll, and comprises an estimate of the cost of completing the roll.32
Analogously, the excess of Return 1 over the benchmark return reflects better performance of the nearestto-expiration contract relative to the second-to-nearest expiration contract, i.e. narrowing of the spread, in
the two weeks after the USO roll. This differential of 5.17% per year equates to 43 basis points per roll,
and comprises an additional (though noisier) estimate of the roll cost.
The mean annualized return (daily mean x250) to the USO ETF during the sample was -12.79%.
In contrast to the perception created by inspection of Figure 1, the USO ETF actually outperformed the
-14.11% mean annual return on a crude oil futures benchmark return constructed to reflect changes in the
prices of the futures positions held by USO. This outperformance reflects that USO was able to earn
interest on margin positions.
We summarize this analysis as follows. The actual annualized appreciation in implied spot prices
during the USO sample period April 10, 2006 to October 20, 2011 was 3.98%.33 From expression (19),
the mean spot appreciation can be decomposed into the sum of the mean cost-of-carry (S = 16.20%) and
the mean ex post spot market return premium (U = -12.22%). From (18), the mean futures return equals
31

That the former is not significant reflects the greater volatility of the Return 1 series, which in turn reflects in
part the high volatility in the settlement price of the expiring contract on the final trading day.
32
The same comparison during the 1/1/00 to 4/9/06 period gives an estimated roll cost of 4.57%. USO was not
active during this period, but index funds tracking the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index were (see Mou (2011)).
In contrast, the Return2 and Benchmark return means are almost identical during the 1990s, before index trading
became popular.
33
The appreciation was from $68.51 to $85.30 across 1393 trading days, implying daily mean continuously
compounded growth of .016% or growth per 250 days of 3.98%.
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the mean ex-post spot premium if the futures term slope is constant. The futures Return 2 series mean is
-9.71% per year, which slightly exceeds the mean ex-post spot return premium due to variation in the cost
of carry (ΔS) during the sample. The benchmark futures return of -14.11% is lower, which plausibly
reflects temporary distortions of futures prices, i.e. trade execution costs, associated with the roll.
Finally, USO’s actual share price return of -12.79% per year slightly exceeds the benchmark futures
return.

Interestingly, USO’s actual return, which incorporates the effect of management fees, interest,

roll costs, and changes in the cost-of-carry, is very similar to the ex post spot crude oil return premium of
-12.22% per year.
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IX.

Conclusions

In this paper, we study trading strategies, liquidity, and price patterns around the time of large and
predictable monthly trades undertaken by eight exchange-traded-funds (ETFs) that are designed to
provide returns that track crude oil prices. Aggregated across the twelve roll dates in our sample period,
net roll activity comprised 13% of roll-day volume in the front contract and 18% of roll-day volume in the
second contract. We assess the implications of the theory of predatory trading as well as the theory of
sunshine trading, in a setting where both theories potentially apply.
Our study is distinguished from related work in that we are able to exploit individual trades with
account identifiers associated with each crude oil futures transactions using data from the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), as well as individual limit order book updates provided by the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Our analysis reveals that the oil futures market is indeed resilient. We
estimate that virtually all of the temporary price impact caused by an order imbalance is reversed within
15 minutes. However there is some evidence that the market is marginally less resilient and temporary
price impacts are marginally larger on ETF roll days than non-Roll days.
We develop a simple model to demonstrate the economics of strategic trading in a resilient market.
For the range of resiliency parameters that we estimate for the oil futures market, the model predicts that
the strategic trader will choose to act as a liquidity provider by absorbing a portion of the liquidator’s
order imbalance on Roll day, while offloading the resulting inventory in periods before the Roll day.
Further, for the same set of parameter values, the liquidator’s proceeds are larger when the strategic trader
is present than when the strategic trader is absent.
Evidence based on limit order book depth, quoted spreads, and effective spreads, are consistent with
increased competition from liquidity providers on roll date. Furthermore, using unique trading account
identifiers in the CFTC dataset, we categorize strategic traders into sub-strategies that are consistent with
liquidity provision and predatory trading. Consistent with our model, we document a statistically
significant increase in a liquidity provision strategy wherein traders provides liquidity to the ETF during
the roll day and shifts the selling pressure to the preceding day.
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Nonetheless, we estimate that ETFs effectively pay about 30 basis points to complete their roll trades.
While the ETF roll associated execution costs are non-trivial, we note that the costs are not large relative
to institutional trading costs in large-capitalization equities. The modest trade costs for the large ETF
rolls reflect the resiliency of the crude oil futures market, and the effectiveness of the “sunshine trading”
strategy where preannouncement attracts liquidity suppliers, including strategic traders, as well as natural
counterparties.
Overall, we find little evidence that strategic traders engage in predatory trading of the type described
by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005) around crude oil ETF rolls. Our results are consistent with the
theoretical analysis presented here implying that strategic traders have incentives to trade in a more
benign manner in a resilient market. It is also consistent with the reasoning that the pre-announcement of
the roll attracts additional liquidity providers, as in the sunshine trading theory of Admati and Pfleiderer
(1991).
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T
Table 1. ETF Trrading activity on
n Roll Days
R
Reported are daily
y trading volumee (in contracts) in NYMEX Oil Futtures market and during the two-m
minute settlementt period on ETF R
Roll days.
A
Also reported aree cumulative tradiing volume attribu
utable to eight saample ETFs on the ETF roll day. E
ETF roll day is ideentified as the daay with the
hhighest ETF samp
ple trading volum
me aggregated acrross all ETFs in each month. We reely on Commoditty Futures Tradinng Commission (C
CFTC)
ddataset to identify
y the trading activ
vity of eight ETFs during the perio
od March 1, 2008
8 to February 28, 2009. The CFTC
C dataset includess all
ccompleted trades in NYMEX crud
de oil futures, inclluding floor and block
b
trades, as well
w as trades com
mpleted on the GL
LOBEX electroniic market.
E
ETF Roll dates arre identified based on the CFTC dataset and indepeendently verified by the ETF or thee owner of the beenchmark index thhat the ETF
ttracks. Reported are
a net ETF sellin
ng activity (sells minus
m
buys) for expiring
e
(front) co
ontract and net E
ETF buying activity (buys minus seells) for
nnext-to-expiring (second)
(
contractt on ETF Roll day
ys.
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T
Table 2. Trade Types
T
of ETF Trrades and the Ov
verall Market
R
Reported are trad
de types for ETF trades
t
and overalll (non-ETF) tradiing activity in NY
YMEX Oil Futurees market. We relly on Commodityy Futures
T
Trading Commisssion (CFTC) dataaset to identify the trading activity of eight ETFs du
uring the period M
March 1, 2008 to February 28, 20009. The
C
CFTC dataset inccludes all completted trades in NYM
MEX crude oil fu
utures, including floor
f
and block trrades, as well as ttrades completed on the
G
GLOBEX electro
onic market for ex
xpiring (front) con
ntract and next-to
o-expiring (secon
nd) contract. Spreead trades combinne regular contraccts for sale
iin a given deliverry month and purcchase in another month.
m
Trade-at-settlement (TAS)) trades are execuuted during the traading day at a to--beddetermined settlem
ment price.
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Table 3. Average Market Quality Measures on ETF Roll and non-Roll days
Reported are market quality measures on ETF Roll days and non-roll days in the NYMEX Oil Futures market. ETF roll day is identified as the day
with the highest ETF sample trading volume in each month. We rely on Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) datafor trading volume
and number of liquidity providing accounts. The spread and imbalance measures are based on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s Datamine
database for GLOBEX electronic market. Roll dates are based on trading activity of eight ETFs in the CFTC database during the period March 1,
2009 to February 28, 2009. Market quality is calculated each minute of the day and then averaged across ETF-roll and non-roll days. Reported are
the Wilcoxon signed rank t-statistic and p-value with the null hypothesis of zero difference in the mean. Trading volume from CFTC database
includes all completed trades in NYMEX crude oil futures, including floor and block trades, as well as trades completed on the GLOBEX. Trade
imbalance is the signed difference between buyer and seller initiated volume standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation of imbalance during the same minute (across roll and non-roll days). Trades are signed as buyer- or seller-initiated based on a modified
Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm. Quoted bid-ask spread (in basis points) is the difference between the lowest limit price for unexecuted sell orders
and the highest limit price for unexecuted buy orders. Depth is the total volume of unexecuted sell (ask depth) and buy (bid depth) orders at prices
within four ticks of the most competitive prices. Effective spread (in basis points) for a given trade is twice the excess of the trade price over the
bid-ask midpoint for those trades initiated by buy market orders and twice the excess of the midpoint over the trade price for those trades initiated
by sell market orders.
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Table 4. Strategic
S
Tra
ading around
d a known liq
quidation – N
Numerical O
Outcomes
Reported are the outcomes based on
n the strategicc trader’s optiimal choice of quantities too maximize profits
(expressio
on (13)). The initial price (V0)
(
equal to $100, N=32 pperiods withiin each intervval, and the
liquidation amount is 20
2 units. The parameter
p
λ=
=0.015 impliess that the cum
mulative perm
manent price
he column ‘LP
P’ refers to thhe liquidator’ss proceeds forr the
impact is of the liquidaation is 30 bassis points. Th
20 units. The
T columns ‘Pre’, ‘Durin
ng’ and ‘Afterr’ report the pprofit maximizzing strategicc trader’s ordeer
flow as a proportion off the liquidato
or sale, with positive
p
valuees indicating ttrading in the same directioon as
the liquidator. The colu
umn ‘SP’ reports the strateegic traders prrofit from exppression (9). T
The column ‘‘AC’
reports the limit order traders’
t
(or natural counterrparties) acquuisition cost ffor the 20 unitts.
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Table 5. Regression estimates of permanent and temporary price impact and the resiliency of the market
Reported are estimates of the permanent price impact (λ), the temporary price impact (γ) and the resiliency of the market (θ) in the NYMEX crude
oil markets for the full sample and separately on ETF roll and non-roll days. The analysis relies on trades and limit order book data from Chicago
Mercantile Exchange’s Datamine database on GLOBEX electronic market. Roll dates are based on trading activity of eight ETFs in the CFTC
database during March 1, 2009 to February 28, 2009. We estimate these parameters with geometric lag regressions of the following form:
∗
∑
∑
,
where Pt is the time t trade price, M1 is the quote midpoint at the beginning of trading day (i.e., 9:00 A.M. EST), Qj is the signed order imbalance
at time j, and Q*j is the residual from a fifth-order auto-regression of Qj, following the specification in Sadka (2006). Expression (13) is estimated
for an one-second model with 75 lags of order imbalance (Panel B) and a five-second model with sixty lags of order imbalance (Panel A). For
time periods with multiple trades Pt is measured as the last trade price and Qj is measured as net trade imbalance during the period. The geometric
lag expression (13) is estimated by Generalized Method of Moments (GMM), using SAS Proc Model with a Bartlett Kernel set equal to the lag
length plus one. Reported are the difference between regressions coefficients estimated on ETF-roll and non-roll days and test of statistical
significance of the difference.
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Table 6: Stra
ategic Trading surrounding the ETF Roll
R
Reported in Panel A are patterns associated
a
with tw
welve strategic traading strategies asssociated with thee ETF-roll. To bee identified as a strategic
ttrader, the absolu
ute value of net ch
hange in the (non--ETF) account’s inventory
i
to the account’s
a
total acctivity surroundinng the roll must bee less than
00.25. The “During
g” period is defin
ned as between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. EST on the ETF
F roll day, the “Beefore” period is ddefined from Midnnight on
D
Day -3 (three trad
ding days prior) to
o 9 A.M. on roll day,
d and the “Aftter” period is defiined from 5 P.M. on roll day to M
Midnight on Day +
+3 (three
ttrading days afterr) relative to the roll
r day. A strateg
gic trader whose signed position change
c
on roll dayy moves against ETF’s inventory change is
ddeemed a liquiditty provider (Strateegies ST1 to ST5
5) while a strategiic trader whose siigned position cha
hange on roll day moves with the E
ETF’s
iinventory change is deemed a pred
datory trader (Straategies ST8 to ST
T12). Categories ST6 and ST7 corrrespond to tradinng patterns with nno trading
aactivity on the rolll day. Strategic traders are furtherr classified into one of five sub-strrategies within liqquidity provision (ST1-ST5) and ppredatory
ttrading (ST8-ST1
12) based on the account’s
a
change in net positions in
i the Before and
d After period. Allso identified beloow is the complem
mentary
sstrategy where strrategic traders pu
ursue an opposite trading pattern su
urrounding the ET
TF Roll. Panel A reports the direcction of ETF activvity and
tthose for each strategy for expiring
g (front) contract and next-to-expiiring (second) con
ntract on ETF Rooll days.
P
Panel A: Direction of ETF and Strategic
S
Tradin
ng surrounding the ETF Roll
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T
Table 6, Panel B presents regressions coefficients of normalized strrategic volume fo
or all days (ETF rroll and Control ddays) on an ETF rroll day
iindicator variablee and an indicatorr variable for Febrruary 6, 2009 roll. The analysis reelies on the CFTC
C dataset. The straategic volume is aaggregated
aacross all (non-ET
TF) trading accou
unts associated with
w a specific straategy, identified in
n Panel A, wheree strategic volumee is simply the roound trip
vvolume associated
d with an accoun
nt surrounding thee roll. We define Normalized
N
strateegic volume as thhe strategic volum
me in a strategy leess strategic
vvolume in compleementary strategy
y. Such normalizaation accounts forr abnormal tradin
ng volume and liqquidity associatedd with a roll day aand allows
ccomparison of traading activity acro
oss ETF roll and non-roll days. We
W also calculate Normalized
N
strateegic volume for eeach strategy on eevery usable
nnon-roll days. A usable
u
non-roll daay (Control Day 0)
0 is defined as a day when Days [-3, +3] relative tto Control Day 0 does not have anny overlap
w
with [-3,+3] relatiive to ETF roll daay. The Roll-day indicator variable takes the value of one for an ET
TF-roll day, and equals zero otherw
wise. The
F
Feb 6 indicator vaariable takes a vaalue of one for thee Feb 6 2009 ETF
F-roll (subject to a CFTC enforcem
ment action) and equals zero otherrwise.
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Table 7: Estimated Cost of Completing the USO Roll.
The Table reports the mean estimated proportional roll cost across 66 monthly rolls occurring from April
2006 to October 2011. The roll cost each month is estimated as the term slope on the roll day (two weeks
before expiration) less the term slope the indicated number of days prior. From March 2009 onward the
roll occurs over four days, and the roll cost is estimated as the term slope averaged across the four roll
days less the term slope the indicated number of days before the roll begins. The term slope on day T is
defined as 100*ln(F2T/F1T), where F1T is the day T settlement price for the crude oil futures contract
nearest to expiration and F2T is settlement price of the second nearest-to-expiration crude oil futures
contract. Daily settlement prices are obtained from Commodity Research Bureau (CRB).

Benchmark is
1 Day

Mean Cost

Std. Error

t‐stat

P‐value

Prior

0.0980

0.0696

1.41

0.1639

2 Days Prior

0.1559

0.0857

1.82

0.0736

3 Days Prior

0.1754

0.1150

1.53

0.1320

4 Days Prior

0.1602

0.1046

1.53

0.1306

5 Days Prior

0.2107

0.0981

2.15

0.0355

6 Days Prior

0.2340

0.1012

2.31

0.0239

7 Days Prior

0.2861

0.1107

2.58

0.0120

8 Days Prior

0.2743

0.1383

1.98

0.0515

9 Days Prior

0.3190

0.1651

1.93

0.0578

10 Days Prior

0.2075

0.2724

0.76

0.4490
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T
Table 8: Understanding the Cru
ude Oil ETF Stocck Price Perform
mance.
T
The Table reportss on the performaance of various fu
utures benchmark
ks between Januarry 1990 and Octoober 2011. All datta except USO ET
TF share
pprices are obtaineed from the Comm
modity Research Bureau (CRB). Daily
D
futures “Reeturn 1” series is bbased on the currrent and prior dayy prices of
tthe nearest-to-exp
piration contract, for all days inclu
uding the last day of trading for thee expiring contracct. Daily futures “Return 2” series is based
oon the current and
d prior day pricess of the second-neearest-to-expiratio
on contract, for all
a days including the last day of trrading for the exppiring
ccontract. Daily futures
f
“Return Benchmark”
B
seriess is based on the current and priorr day prices of thee nearest-to-expirration contract whhen the
nnearest contract iss two or more weeeks from expiratiion, and on the cu
urrent and prior day
d prices of the ssecond-nearest-too-expiration contrract from
tthen until the neaarest contract expiires. Also reporteed are annualized USO ETF return
ns since USO’s innception date. Coost of storage is thhe futures
tterm slope implieed by the settlemeent prices of the first
f
and second month
m
crude oil fu
utures contracts foor each trading daay. Ex post Spot Premium is
bbased on a daily time
t
series of spo
ot prices implied by
b expression (14
4), relying on the nearest to expiraation futures pricee and the daily coost of. From
tthis series of impllied spot prices we
w compute the tim
me series of realiizations of Ut, thee daily ex post retturn premium in sspot oil prices. Apppreciation
iin the implied spo
ot price is the sum
mmations of the ex
e post spot premium and the cost of storage. Multiiplying by 250 annnualizes the dailyy returns.
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Figure 1: Daily United States Oil Fund (USO) share price and Front Month NYMEX Crude Oil
Price
The figure represents the daily USO share price and the front month NYMEX crude oil price over five
and a half year period since the inception of USO (April 12, 2006).
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Figure 1: Daily USO Share Prices and Nearby NYMEX Crude Oil Prices
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Figure 2: Trading vollume and tra
ade imbalancce on ETF rooll and non-roll days.
Reported are intra-day patterns in trrading volumee and trade im
mbalance on E
ETF Roll days and non-rolll
he NYMEX Oil
O Futures maarket. We rely
y on Commoddity Futures T
Trading Comm
mission (CFT
TC)
days in th
data for trrading volumee and Chicago
o Mercantile Exchange’s D
Datamine dataabase for imbbalance measuures.
Roll datess are based on
n trading activ
vity of eight ETFs
E
in the C
CFTC database during the pperiod Marchh 1,
2008 to February 28, 2009.
2
Market quality is calcculated each m
minute of thee day and thenn averaged accross
ETF-roll and
a non-roll days.
d
Trading
g volume from
m CFTC databbase includess all completeed trades in
NYMEX crude oil futu
ures, including floor and bllock trades, aas well as traddes completedd on the GLOBEX.
Trade imb
balance is the signed differrence between
n buyer and sseller initiatedd volume stanndardized by
subtractin
ng the mean an
nd dividing by
b the standard deviation oof imbalance dduring the sam
me minute (accross
roll and non-roll days).. Trades are signed as buyeer- or seller-innitiated basedd on a modifieed Lee and R
Ready
(1991) alg
gorithm.
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Figure 3: Intraday Qu
uoted Spread
ds on ETF ro
oll and non-rroll days.
Reported are quoted sp
preads on ETF
F Roll days an
nd non-roll daays in the NY
YMEX Oil Fuutures market. We
d
on G
GLOBEX elecctronic markett for quoted sspread
rely Chicaago Mercantille Exchange’s Datamine database
measure. Roll dates aree based on traading activity of eight ETF
Fs in the CFTC
C database duuring the periiod
March 1, 2008 to Febru
uary 28, 2009
9. Market quaality is calculaated each minnute of the dayy and then
averaged across ETF-roll and non-ro
oll days. Quo
oted bid-ask sppread (in basiis points) is thhe difference
between the
t lowest lim
mit price for un
nexecuted selll orders and tthe highest lim
mit price for unexecuted bbuy
orders.
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Figure 4: Intraday Liimit Order Book
B
depth on
n ETF roll aand non-roll d
days.
Reported are limit ordeer book depth
h on ETF Rolll days and nonn-roll days inn the NYMEX
X Oil Futures
market. We
W rely on Ch
hicago Mercan
ntile Exchang
ge’s Dataminee database onn GLOBEX ellectronic markket
for the dep
pth measure. Roll dates are based on traading activityy of eight ETF
Fs in the CFT
TC database dduring
the period
d March 1, 20
008 to Februarry 28, 2009. Market
M
qualitty is calculateed each minutte of the day aand
then averaaged across ETF-roll
E
and non-roll
n
days.. Depth is the total volumee of unexecuteed sell (ask deepth)
and buy (b
bid depth) ord
ders at prices within four ticks
t
of the m
most competitiive prices.
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Figure 5: Intraday Efffective Spreads on ETF roll
r and non -roll days.
Reported are effective spreads on ETF Roll days and non-roll days in the N
NYMEX Oil F
Futures markket.
We rely on
o Chicago Mercantile
M
Excchange’s Dataamine databasse on GLOBE
EX electronicc market for thhe
spread meeasure. Roll dates
d
are based
d on trading activity
a
of eigght ETFs in thhe CFTC dataabase during tthe
period Maarch 1, 2008 to
t February 28, 2009. Marrket quality is calculated eaach minute off the day and then
averaged across ETF-roll and non-ro
oll days. Effeective spread (in basis poinnts) for a giveen trade is twiice
the excesss of the trade price over thee bid-ask mid
dpoint for tho se trades initiiated by buy m
market orderss and
twice the excess of the midpoint oveer the trade prrice for thosee trades initiatted by sell maarket orders.
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Figure 6: Strategic trading, resilieency and the evolution off price.
Figures 5A
A and 5B disp
play period-b
by-period trad
de prices aroun
und a large, prre-announcedd liquidation. T
The
illustration includes an
n initial price (V
( 0) equal to $100, N = 322 fifteen minuute periods wiithin each eigghthour tradiing day, QL = 20 units liqu
uidated, tempo
orary price im
mpact, γ = 0.5, permanent pprice impact, λ =
0.015,, for market resilliency parameeters, θ, of 0.0
0 (Figure 5A)) and 0.98 (Fiigure 5B), resspectively.
Outcomess for intermed
diate resilienccy parameters are generallyy similar – onnly when θ appproaches 1 arre the
effects alttered. Table 4 illustrates th
he outcomes of
o a broader aanalysis whenn the strategicc trader choosses
quantitiess to maximizee profit. The first
f
third of the
t individuall observationss pertain to thhe pre-liquidaation
day, the second third pertain to the during-liquida
d
ation day, andd the final thiird pertain to the postliquidation day. The sm
mall-diamond
d line illustratees the evolutiion of price w
when the strateegic trader is
absent. Th
he large-squarre line illustraates the evolu
ution of price when the straategic trader sselects quantiities
to maximiize profits, acccording to ex
xpressions (12
2) and (13).
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